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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing environments often have to deal with random-arrival computational workloads that vary
in resource requirements and demand high Quality of Service (QoS) obligations. It is typical that a Service-
Level-Agreement (SLA) is employed to govern the QoS obligations of the cloud computing service provider
to the client. A typical challenge service-providers face every day is maintaining a balance between the
limited resources available for computing and the high QoS requirements of varying random demands.
Any imbalance in managing these conflicting objectives may result in either dissatisfied clients and po-
tentially significant commercial penalties, or an over-resourced cloud computing environment that can be
significantly costly to acquire and operate. Thus, scheduling the clients’ workloads as they arrive at the
environment to ensure their timely execution has been a central issue in cloud computing. Various ap-
proaches have been reported in the literature to address this problem: Shortest-Queue, Join-Idle-Queue,
Round Robin, MinMin, MaxMin, and Least Connection, to name a few. However, optimization strategies
of such approaches fail to capture QoS obligations and their associated commercial penalties. This paper
presents an approach for service-level driven load scheduling and balancing in multi-tier environments.
Joint scheduling and balancing operations are employed to distribute and schedule jobs among the re-
sources, such that the total waiting time of client jobs is minimized, and thus the potential of a penalty to
be incurred by the service provider is mitigated. A penalty model is used to quantify the penalty the service
provider incurs as a function of the jobs’ total waiting time. A Virtual-Queue abstraction is proposed to
facilitate optimal job scheduling at the tier level. This problem is NP-complete, thus, a genetic algorithm is
proposed as a tool for computing job schedules that minimize potential QoS penalties and hence minimize
the likelihood of dissatisfied clients.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The cloud computing is gaining momentum as the computing environment of choice that leverages
a set of existing technologies to deliver better service and meet varying demands of clients. Cloud
services are provided to clients as software-as-a-service, platforms, and infrastructures. Such
services are accessed over the Internet using broad network connections. The success of cloud
computing, in all cases, hinges largely on the proper management of the cloud resources to achieve
cost-efficient job execution and high client satisfaction. The virtualization of computing resources
is an important concept for achieving this goal [1, 2].
Generally speaking, cloud computing jobs vary in computational needs and QoS requirements.
They can be can be periodic, aperiodic, or sporadic [3]. Each job has a prescribed execution
time and tardiness allowance. Typically, an SLA is employed to govern the QoS expectations
of the client, as well as a model to compute penalties in cases of QoS violation [4, 5]. A major
challenge cloud computing service providers face is maintaining a maximum resource utilization
while ensuring adequate resource availability to meet the QoS expectation in executing jobs of
varying computational demands. Failing to meet its clients QoS demands may result into harsh
financial penalties and dissatisfaction of customers. On the other hand, procuring large assets of
computational resources can be prohibitively costly. Thus, it is imperative that jobs are allocated
to resources and scheduled for processing so as to minimize their waiting time in the environ-
ment. The goodness of any scheduling strategy hinges on its ability to achieve high computing
performance and maximum system throughput.
There are two job scheduling categories, namely, preemptive scheduling and non-preemptive
scheduling. Under preemptive scheduling, a running job can be taken away from the server or
interrupted to accommodate a higher priority job. Furthermore, non-preemptive scheduling, in
general, is simpler to implement, no synchronization overhead, minimum stack memory needs.
Under non-preemptive scheduling, a running job cannot be taken away from the CPU or inter-
rupted. While non-preemptive scheduling allows for a predictable system response time, preemp-
tive scheduling, on the other hand, emphasizes real-time response time at the job level.
In this paper, we are concerned with the issue of job scheduling in multi-tier cloud computing
environments. Given a set of client jobs with different computational demands/constraints, to be
executed on a multi-tier cloud computing environment, it is desirable that these jobs are scheduled
for execution in this environment such that the penalty to be incurred by the service provider is
minimized. It is assumed that the environment consists of a set of cascaded tiers of identical
computing resources.
Emphasizing the notion of penalty in scheduling the jobs allows us to imply job priority of treat-
ment that is based on economic considerations. As such, the service provider is able to leverage
available job tardiness allowances and QoS penalty considerations to compute schedules that yield
minimum total penalty. This strategy is particularly useful in situations of excessive volume of de-
mands or lack of an adequate resource availability that will make it impossible to meet the QoS
requirements.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The issue of job scheduling has been an active area of research since the early days of computing.
A large body of work exists in the literature about scheduling approaches in cloud computing
environments [6–8]. Such approaches, generally speaking, aim at minimizing the average response
time of jobs and maximizing resource utilization. Schroeder et al. [9] evaluate the Least-Work-
Left, Random, and Size-Interval based Task Assignment (SITA-E) scheduling approaches on a
single-tier environment that consists of distributed resources with one dispatcher. They propose
an approach that purposely unbalances the load between resources. The mean response time and
slowdown metrics are used to assess each approach. The primary drawback in their work is that
they don’t consider migrating jobs between resource queues and as a result fail to produce optimal
schedules.
Liu et al. [10] report a Min-Min algorithm for task scheduling that makes jobs with long times ex-
ecute at reasonable times. Li et al. [11] present a Max-Min scheduling approach that estimates the
total workload and completion time of jobs in each resource, so as to allocate jobs on resources to
reduce their average response time. In both approaches, the scheduling decisions dedicate power-
ful resources to execute specific jobs without accurately considering the different QoS expectations
of jobs. For instance, a Max-Min approach assigns the job with the maximum execution time to
the resource that provides the minimum completion time for the job, yet does not account for the
different job constraints and the impacts of their violations on the QoS. However, states of resource
queues are not considered when the decisions are taken, and accordingly ineffective distribution of
workloads among the resource queues is expected to occur. Furthermore, such approaches tackle
jobs that mainly arrive in batches. When jobs of different constraints and requirements arrive in
a consecutive/dynamic manner to a multi-tier cloud computing environment, the scheduling de-
cisions of such approaches would fail to accurately capture the QoS obligations and economical
impacts of these jobs on the service provider and client.
Some approaches take advantage of the knowledge obtained about the system state to make
scheduling decisions. Examples of these approaches are: Least Connect (LC), Join-Shortest-
Queue (JSQ), Weighted Round Robin (WRR), and Join-Idle-Queue (JIQ). Gupta et al. [12] present
and analyze the JSQ approach in a farm of servers, that is similar in architecture to a single-tier
cloud environment. JSQ assumes the resource of the least number of jobs is the least loaded
resource. In contrast, the weighted algorithms (e.g., WRR and WLC) are commonly used in bal-
ancing the load among resources in cloud environments [13, 14]. Wang et al. [14] effectively
apply the WRR algorithm, by determining weights for resources based on their computational ca-
pabilities, then allocating and balancing the workloads among these resources. Though, powerful
resources would receive extra workloads of jobs. However, the states of the resource queues are
not accurately measured, and thus scheduling decisions taken based on only weights of resources
often lead to load unbalance among the resource queues.
Lu et al. [15] present a JIQ algorithm for large-scale load balancing problems to minimize the
communication overhead incurred between resources and multiple distributed dispatchers at the
time of job arrivals. In the JIQ algorithm, each dispatcher has a separate idle queue to maintain IDs
of idle resources of the tier. An idle resource informs specific dispatcher(s) of its availability to
receive jobs. The primary drawback is that an idle resource might experience significant queuing
bottlenecks when it requests jobs from many dispatchers at the same time. Also, an idle resource
might run the risk of not receiving jobs and thus get under-utilized if its associated/informed
dispatchers are empty of jobs, while at the same time other uninformed dispatchers of the tier might
be holding jobs waiting to get idle resources. Sometimes, low priority jobs might get a dispatcher
that has IDs of idle resources, whilst high priority jobs might be assigned to a dispatcher that has
not yet held signals of idle resources. In this case, the low priority jobs would get scheduled and
executed in idle resources while the high priority jobs are still waiting.
The Round Robin algorithm, which has been popular in process scheduling, has been adopted
in cloud computing to tackle the job scheduling problem. The Round Robin algorithm aims at
distributing the load equally to all resources [16]. Using this algorithm, one Virtual Machine
(VM) is allocated to a node in a cyclic manner. However, the Round Robin algorithms are based
on a simple cyclic scheduling scenario, thus lead to unbalancing the traffic and incur more load
on resources. In general, Round Robin algorithms have shown improved response times and load
balancing.
Some researchers have adopted Bio-inspired meta-heuristic approaches to tackle the scheduling
problem in cloud environments [17–19]. For instance, Nouiri et al. [20] present a particle swarm
optimization algorithm to minimize the maximum makespan. Nevertheless, their bio-inspired job
scheduling formulation makes scheduling decisions to benefit specific jobs at the expense of other
jobs. Such approaches disregard economical penalties that may result from scheduling decisions.
Instead, they focus on optimizing system-level metrics. Job response time, resource utilization,
maximum tardiness, and completion time are typically used metrics.
Mateos et al. [21] propose an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) approach to implement a sched-
uler for cloud computing applications, which aims at minimizing the weighted flow-time and
Makespan of jobs. The load is calculated on each resource, taking into consideration CPU utiliza-
tion of all the VMs that are executing on each host. CPU utilization is used as a metric that allows
Ant to choose the least loaded host to allocate its VM. Pandey et al. [22] report a Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm for minimizing the computational cost of application workflow in
cloud computing environments. Job execution time is used as a performance metric. The PSO
based resource mapping demonstrated superior performance when compared to Best Resource
Selection (BRS) based mapping. Furthermore, the PSO based algorithm achieved optimal load
balance among the computing resources.
As a general observation, current cloud computing approaches contemplate single tier environ-
ments and fail to exploit resource queue dynamics to migrate jobs between the resources of a
given tier so as to achieve the optimal job scheduling. Furthermore, schedule optimality is defined
based on job response time metrics. The reality is, the scheduling problem is an NP problem and
there are situations where finding schedules that satisfy the target response times of all jobs is an
impossible task due to resource limitations, even if we are to put the problem complexity aside.
Cloud computing clients are not the same with respect to their QoS expectations.
Furthermore, the impact of the job execution violation on the QoS differs from job to another.
There are computing jobs that can tolerate some degree of execution violation, however, there
are other jobs that are tightly coupled with mission-critical obligations or user experience. These
jobs tend to be intolerant to execution delays. SLAs tend to provide a context based on which
differential job treatment regimes can be devised. The impact of job violation on QoS tends to
be captured in a penalty model. In this work we propose to leverage this model to influence
scheduling in a multi-tier cloud computing environment so as to minimize penalty payable by the
service provider and as a result attain a pragmatic QoS.
3. SLA DRIVEN JOB SCHEDULING
We consider a multi-tier cloud computing environment consisting of N sequential tiers:
T = {T1, T2, T3, ..., TN} (1)
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Figure 1. System Model of the Multi-Tier Environment
Each tier Tj employs a set of identical computing resources Rj :
Rj =
{
R1,j , R2,j , R3,j , ..., RMj ,j
}
(2)
Each resource Rk,j employs a queue Qk,j to hold jobs waiting for execution by the resource. Jobs
with different computational requirements are submitted to the environment. It is assumed that
these jobs are submitted by different clients and hence are governed by various SLA’s. Jobs arrive
at the environment in streams. Job Ji arrives at the environment before job Ji+1. Jobs arrive in a
random manner. Ai,j is the arrival time of Job Ji at tier Tj ; Ei,j is its prescribed execution time at
this tier.
Jobs arriving at tier Tj are queued for execution based on an ordering βj . As shown in Figures 1
and 2, each tier Tj of the environment consists of a set of resources. Each resource has a queue
to hold jobs assigned to it. For instance, resource R1,j of tier Tj is associated with queue Q1,j ,
which consists of 4 jobs (J6, J7, J8, and J10) waiting for execution. A virtual-queue is a cascade
of all queues of a given tier. The total execution time Ei of job Ji is defined as
Ei =
N∑
j=1
Ei,j (3)
Job Ji’s response time Zi is a function of its total execution time Ei and waiting time Wi, which
in turn is dependent on its position in the queues as it progresses from one tier to the next:
Zi =
N∑
j=1
(Ei,j + ωβji,j) = Ei +Wi (4)
where ωβji,j represents the waiting time of job Ji at tier Tj ; βj is the ordering that governs the order
of execution of jobs at tier Tj . Wi is the total time job Ji waits at all tiers. Job Ji departs Tj at
time Di,j .
We assume a service level agreement that stipulates a penalty amount as an exponential function
of the difference between the prescribed response time and the actual response time.
%i = χ ∗ (1− e−ν(Zi−Ei))
= χ ∗ (1− e−ν(Wi))
= χ ∗ (1− e−ν
∑N
j=1 ω
βj
i,j )
(5)
where χ is a monitory cost factor and ν is an arbitrary scaling factor. The total penalty cost
associated with a set of jobs J1 . . . Jl , across all tiers is defined as:
ϕ =
l∑
i=1
%i (6)
The objective is to find optimal set of orderings β = (β1, β2, β3, . . . , βN ) such that the total
penalty cost ϕ is minimum:
minimize
β
(ϕ) ≡ minimize
β
(
l∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
ω
βj
i,j) (7)
βj is an ordering of the jobs waiting at the virtual queue of tier Tj .
4.MINIMUM PENALTY JOB SCHEDULING: A GENETIC ALGORITHM
FORMULATION
The paper is concerned with scheduling the client jobs for execution on the computing resources.
A job is first submitted to tier-1 for execution by one of the resources of the tier. It is desired that the
jobs are scheduled in such a way that minimizes the total waiting time. Finding a job scheduling
that yields minimum total waiting time is an NP problem. Given the volume of cloud jobs to be
scheduled and the computational complexity of the job scheduling problem, it is prohibitive to seek
an optimal solution for the job scheduling problem using exhaustive search techniques. Thus, a
meta-heuristic search strategy, such as Permutations Genetic Algorithms (PGA), is a viable option
for exploring and exploiting the large space of scheduling permutations [23]. Genetic algorithms
have been successfully adopted in various problem domains [24]. They have undisputed success
in yielding near optimal solutions for large scale problems, in reasonable time [20].
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Figure 2. The Virtual-Queue of a Tier j
Scheduling cloud jobs entails two steps: 1) allocating/distributing the jobs among the different tier
resources. Jobs that are allocated to a given resource are queued in the queue of that resource; 2)
ordering the jobs in the queue of the resource such that their total waiting time is minimum. What
makes the problem increasingly harder is the fact that jobs continue to arrive at the tier, while the
prior jobs are waiting in their respective queues for execution. Thus, the scheduling process needs
to respond to the job arrival dynamics to ensure that job execution at all tiers remains waiting-time
optimal. To achieve this, job ordering in each queue should be treated as a continuous process.
Furthermore, jobs should be migrated from one queue to another so as to ensure balanced job
allocation and maximum resource utilization. Thus, we introduce two operators for constructing
optimal job schedules at the tier level:
• The reorder operator is used to change the ordering of jobs in a given queue so as to find an
ordering that minimizes the total waiting time of all jobs in the queue.
• The migrate operator, on the other hand, is used to exploit the benefits of moving jobs
between the different resources of the tier so as to reduce the total waiting time at the tier
level. This process is adopted at each tier of the environment.
However, implementing the reorder/migrate operators in a PGA search strategy is not a trivial
task. This implementation complexity can be relaxed by virtualizing the queues of each tier into
one virtual queue. The virtual queue is simply a cascade of the queues of the resources of the
tier. In this way we converge the two operators into simply a reorder operator. Furthermore, this
simplifies the PGA solution formulation. A consequence of this abstraction is the length of the
permutation chromosome and the associated computational cost. This virtual queue will serve as
the chromosome of the solution. An index of a job in this queue represents a gene. The ordering
of jobs in a virtual queue signifies the order at which the jobs in this queue are to be executed by
the resource associated with that queue. Solution populations are created by permuting the entries
of the virtual queue, using the order and migrate operators. The virtual-queue in Figures 2 and 3
of the jth tier has three queues (Q1,j , Q2,j , and Q3,j) cascaded to construct one virtual queue.
4.1. Evaluation of Schedules
A fitness evaluation function is used to assess the quality of each virtual-queue realization (chro-
mosome). The fitness value of the chromosome captures the cost of a potential schedule. The
fitness value fr,G of a chromosome r in generation G is represented by the total waiting time of
jobs that remain in the virtual queue.
fr,G =
l∑
i=1
(ω
βj
i,j) (8)
The waiting time ωβji,j of the i
th job waiting in the virtual queue of the jth tier should be calculated
based on its order in the queue, as per the ordering βj .
The normalized fitness value of each schedule candidate is computed as follows:
fr =
fr,G∑n
C=1(fC,G)
, r∈C (9)
Based on the normalized fitness values of the candidates, the Russian Roulette is used to select a
set of schedule candidates to produce the next generation population, using the combination and
mutation operators.
4.2. Evolving the Scheduling Process
To evolve a new population that holds new scheduling options for jobs in resource queues of the
tier, the crossover and mutation genetic operators are both applied on randomly selected schedules
(virtual queues) of the current generation. The crossover operator produces a new generation of
virtual-queues from the current generation. The mutation operator applies random changes on
a selected set of virtual-queues of the new generation to produce altered virtual-queues. These
operators diversify the search direction into new search spaces to avoid getting stuck in a locally
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Figure 3. A Tier-based Genetic Approach on the Virtual-Queue
optimum solution. Overall, the Single-Point crossover and Insert mutation genetic operators are
used in this paper. The rates of crossover and mutation operators are both set to be 0.1 of the
population size in each generation.
Figure 3 explains how each virtual-queue in a given generation are evolved to create a new virtual-
queue of the next generation, using the crossover and mutation operators. Each chromosome
(virtual-queue) represents a new scheduling of jobs. The jobs and their order of execution on the
resource will be reflected by the segment of the virtual queue corresponding to the actual queue
associated with the resource. As a result of the evolutionary process, each segment of the virtual
queue corresponding to an actual queue will be in one of the following states:
• Maintain the same set and the same ordering of jobs as in the previous generation.
• A new ordering for the same set of jobs as in the previous generation.
• A different set of jobs and their associated ordering.
For instance, queue Q1,j of Chromosome (n,1) in the first generation maintains exactly the same
set and order of jobs in the second generation shown in queue Q1,j of Chromosome (n,2). In
contrast, queue Q2,j of Chromosome (1,1) in the first generation maintains the same set of jobs
in the second generation, yet has got a new order of jobs as shown in queue Q2,j of Chromosome
(1,2). Finally, queue Q2,j of a random Chromosome (C,1) in the first generation has neither
maintained the same set nor got the same order of jobs in the second generation shown in queue
Q2,j of Chromosome (C,2), which in turn would yield a new scheduling of jobs in the queue
of resource R2,j if Chromosome (C,2) is later selected as the best chromosome of the tier-based
genetic solution.
5. EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND DISCUSSIONS ON RESULTS
The cloud environment adopted in this paper consists of two tiers, each of which has 3 computing
resources. The jobs generated into the cloud environment are atomic and independent of each
other. A job is first executed on one of the computing resources of the first tier and then moves for
execution on one of the resources of the second tier. Each job is served by only one resource at a
time, the scheduling strategy is non-preemptive.
Jobs arrive to the environment at the first tier and are queued in the arrival queue (tier dispatcher)
of the environment. The arrival behaviour is modeled as a Poisson process. The running time of
each job in a computing resource is assumed to be known in advance, generated with a rate µ=1
from the exponential distribution function exp(µ=1) [25]. In each tier Tj , job migrations from a
queue to another queue are permitted.
Two experiments are conducted. In the first experiment, we take advantage of the virtualized
queue, and seek optimal schedules that produce minimum total waiting time among all jobs. Thus,
the proposed genetic algorithm operates on all queues of the tier simultaneously. In the second
experiment we apply the genetic algorithm on the individual queues of the tier. The penalty ex-
ponential scaling parameter ν is set to be ν=0.01, it is an arbitrary number used to visualize the
penalty under different scheduling scenarios. In both experiments, we employ 10 chromosomes
populations.
5.1. Virtualized Queue Experiment
The tier-based genetic solution is applied on the virtualized-queue. The virtual-queue starts with
an initial state that represents an initial scheduling βj of jobs in the tier (initial tier-state), which
in turn yields an initial fitness and penalty of the virtual-queue. The initial fitness of the virtual-
queue represents the total waiting time of jobs in the tier according to their initial scheduling in
the virtual-queue. The tier-based genetic solution shown in Figure 3 is then applied on the virtual-
queue (globally at the tier level of the environment), which after some iterations finds a new
enhanced scheduling of jobs in the virtual-queue (enhanced tier-state) that optimizes the objective
function. The new enhanced tier-state yields a new improved fitness and penalty of the virtual-
queue, which in turn is translated into a new enhanced scheduling of jobs in the resource queues
of the tier that reduces the total waiting time and penalty of jobs globally at the tier level of the
environment.
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Figure 4. Tier-based Scheduling
The results shown in Table 1 and Figure 4 demonstrate the effectiveness of using the queue virtual-
ization along with the tier-based genetic solution to reduce the total waiting time and thus the QoS
violation penalty. The results of applying the tier-based genetic solution are reported in 6 different
instances. Figures 4a-4c are mapped to their corresponding first 3 instances of Table 1. For the
virtual-queue of 19 jobs shown in Table 1, the results show that the tier-based genetic solution has
improved the fitness of the tier-state by 47.39%, reducing the total waiting time of jobs at each
tier of the environment from 88.0743 time units for the initial tier-state to 46.3381 time units for
the enhanced tier-state. The penalty amount has also been improved by 36.66%, reducing it from
0.586 for the initial tier-state to 0.371 for the enhanced tier-state.
Table 1. Tier-based Scheduling
Virtual-Queue
Length
1 Initial2 Enhanced3 Improvement
Waiting Penalty Waiting Penalty Waiting % Penalty %
Figure4a 12 47.8462 0.380 30.4821 0.263 36.29% 30.90%
Figure4b 15 50.8813 0.399 41.1748 0.338 19.08% 15.37%
Figure4c 19 88.0743 0.586 46.3381 0.371 47.39% 36.66%
Figure4d 31 126.4679 0.718 94.0426 0.610 25.64% 15.07%
Figure4e 32 217.1755 0.886 164.4844 0.807 24.26% 8.92%
Figure4f 27 63.0545 0.468 51.2031 0.401 18.80% 14.32%
1 Virtual-Queue Length represents the total number of jobs in queues of the tier. For instance, the first entry of the table
(12) means that the 3 queues of the tier all together contain 12 jobs.
2 Initial Waiting represents the total waiting time of jobs in the virtual-queue according to the initial scheduling of jobs
before using the tier-based genetic solution.
3 EnhancedWaiting represents the total waiting time of jobs in the virtual-queue according to the final/enhanced scheduling
of jobs found after using the tier-based genetic solution.
Figure 4c demonstrates the effectiveness of the tier-based genetic solution in reducing the total
waiting time of jobs in the virtual-queue of 19 jobs. The tier-based genetic solution has required
500 iterations, each of which contains 10 chromosomes, to achieve the reported enhancement on
the tier-state. A total of only 5000 global scheduling options for jobs in the tier is effectively ex-
plored in the search space of 19! (approximately 1.22×1017) different global scheduling options
at the tier level of the environment to improve the fitness and penalty of the tier-state by 47.39%
and 36.66%, respectively. Similarly, improvements are achieved with respect to the other 2 in-
stances of the virtual-queue (12 and 15 jobs) shown in Table 1. Figures 4a and 4b, respectively,
depict such improvement.
In contrast, Figures 4d-4f are mapped to the second and third instances reported in Table 1. The
tier-based genetic solution has required 1000 iterations, each of which contains 10 chromosomes,
to obtain the enhancement on the tier-state of each event. In this case, a virtual-queue of a large
number of jobs has required more iterations so as to explore more global scheduling options of
the jobs at the tier level of the environment. For the virtual-queue of 31 jobs shown in Table 1,
the tier-based genetic solution has improved the performance of the tier by 25.64% and 15.07%,
respectively. Figure 4d shows that a total of only 10,000 out of 31! (approximately 8.22×1033)
possible global scheduling options for jobs at the tier level of the environment are effectively
explored to achieve the latter enhancements. Similarly, performance improvements are achieved
with respect to the other 2 instances of the virtual-queue (32 and 27 jobs) shown in Table 1, and
their corresponding performance are depicted in Figures 4e and 4f, respectively.
5.2. Segmented Queue Experiment
The genetic solution is applied at each individual queue level. Each one of the three queues holds
an initial set of jobs to be executed on the resource associated with that queue. The waiting time
of each job is calculated based on its position in the queue. The proposed genetic algorithm is
then used to seek an optimal ordering of the jobs that are queued for execution by the resource
associated with that queue, such that the total waiting time of these jobs is minimized. The genetic
algorithm in this case seeks an optimal schedule in a reduced search space, since the optimal or-
dering is sought on each queue individually. In other words, a genetic search strategy is performed
on each queue. The total waiting time, of all jobs in the three queues, are computed.
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Figure 5. Queue-based Scheduling
Table 2 shows the results of applying the genetic algorithm on the three resource queues, in two
different instances. The first instance represents a job allocation whereby resource-1 is allocated 14
jobs, resource-2 16 jobs, and resource-3 15 jobs. The second instance represents a job allocation
whereby resource-1 is allocated 19 jobs, resource-2 23 jobs, and resource-3 14 jobs. Table 2
enumerates the total number of local orderings (schedules) for the first instance. There are 14!
possible orderings for queue-1, 16! for queue-2, and 15! for queue-3.
The table shows a 36.04% improvement from the initial ordering for queue-1, a reduction from
154.1339 time units of total waiting time to 98.5818 time units of total waiting time. The QoS
violation penalty has improved by 20.24%, from 0.786 due to the initial ordering, to 0.627 due to
the improved ordering computed by the genetic search strategy.
Figure 5a depicts the total waiting time of jobs allocated to resource-1 during the search process.
Table 2. Queue-based Scheduling
Queue
Length
4 Initial5 Enhanced6 Improvement
Waiting Penalty Waiting Penalty Waiting % Penalty %
Resource 1 Figure5a 14 154.1339 0.786 98.5818 0.627 36.04% 20.24%
Resource 2 Figure5b 16 137.3684 0.747 69.4641 0.501 49.43% 32.95%
Resource 3 Figure5c 15 130.0566 0.728 77.3358 0.539 40.54% 25.99%
Resource 1 Figure5d 19 150.8208 0.779 98.1834 0.625 34.90% 19.69%
Resource 2 Figure5e 23 208.596 0.876 87.2667 0.582 58.16% 33.53%
Resource 3 Figure5f 14 145.0253 0.765 63.8502 0.472 55.97% 38.35%
4 Queue Length represents the number of jobs in the queue of a resource.
5 Initial Waiting represents the total waiting time of jobs in the queue according to the initial scheduling of jobs before using
the queue-based genetic solution.
6 Enhanced Waiting represents the total waiting time of jobs in the queue according to the final/enhnaced scheduling of jobs
found after using the queue-based genetic solution.
After 150 genetic iterations, an optimal solution was found. Each iteration 10 chromosomes are
used to evolve the optimal schedule. Thus, 1500 orderings are constructed and genetically manip-
ulated throughout the search process, as apposed to 14!, if we were to employ a brute-force search
strategy. Similar observations are in order with respect to resource-2 and resource-3, as can be
seen in the figure.
Table 2 reveals the magnitude of search space growth as a result of increasing the number of jobs
allocated a given resource. For example, if we consider the impact of increasing the number of
jobs allocated to resource-1 from 14 jobs to 23 jobs. In a brute-force search strategy, the search
space will increase from 14! to 23!. In contrast, the genetic search strategy needed to expand
the search space from 1500 populations to 7500 populations. After 7500 genetic iterations the
waiting time was improved by 58.16% from the initial ordering. The total waiting time of jobs
was reduced from 208.596 waiting time units due to the initial job ordering to 87.2667 waiting
time units due to the genetically improved ordering. Figures 5d-5f demonstrate the effectiveness
of using the queue-based genetic solution to decrease the total waiting time of jobs in the three
resources: resource-1, resource-2, and resource-3, respectively.
5.3. Comparison
Figure 6 and Table 3 contrast the performance of both genetic strategies, i.e, the virtualized queue
search strategy and the individualized queue strategy. The initial orderings of the three queues,
Table 3. Total Waiting Time of Jobs in each Approach
Virtualized Queue Segmented Queue WLC WRR
1961.34 2464.61 3001.82 3617.95
and by implication, that of the virtualized queue are the same. WRR’s based ordering entailed
3617 units of total waiting time. WLC’s based ordering entailed 3001 units of total waiting time.
The individualized queue genetic search strategy was produced an ordering that entails 2464 units
of waiting time, a 32% reduction compared to the WRR strategy and 18% reduction compared to
the WLC strategy. The virtualized queue genetic search strategy produced an ordering that entails
1961 units of waiting time. That is a reduction of 46% compared to he WRR strategy and 35%
reduction compared to the WLC strategy.
 
 Figure 6. Maximum Waiting Time Performance Comparison
Figure 6 depicts the average waiting performance of the four scheduling strategies. The virtualized
queue genetic strategy has produced the shortest average waiting time per job, with an average
waiting time of 10 time units. The individualized queue search strategy produced an average
waiting time of 13 time units. The WRR and WLC job ordering strategies delivered inferior
performance.
On the other hand, the individualized queue strategy has yielded a maximum job waiting time of
19 time units. The WRR produced a maximum job waiting time of 32 time units, while in the
WLC produced a maximum job waiting time of 24. The virtualized queue scheduling strategy
delivered a maximum job waiting time of 16 time units. Overall, the virtualized queue scheduling
strategy delivered the best performance in minimizing the total waiting time and thus the lowest
QoS penalty.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a genetic algorithm for tackling the job scheduling problem in a multi-tier
cloud computing environment. The paper makes the connection between penalties payable due
to QoS violations and job waiting time. This connection establishes a framework for facilitating
penalty management and mitigation that service providers can utilize in high demand/limited re-
sources situations. It is assumed that each tier of the environment consists of a set of identical
computing resources. A queue is associated with each one of these resources. To achieve maxi-
mum resource utilization and minimum waiting time, a virtualized queue abstraction is proposed.
Each virtual queue realization represents an execution ordering of jobs. This virtualized queue
abstraction collapses the search spaces of all queues into one search space of orderings, and thus
allowing the genetic algorithm to seek optimal schedules at the tier level. The paper presented
experimental work to investigate the performance of the proposed biologically inspired strategy
to WRR and WLC, as well as an individualized queue strategy. It is concluded that the proposed
job scheduling strategy delivers performance that is superior to that of both WRR and WLC. The
genetic search strategy when applied at the individual queue delivers performance also superior
to that of WRR and WLC. However, the genetic search strategy applied at the virtual queue still
delivered the best performance compared to all the other search strategies.
7. FUTURE WORK
The proposed scheduling strategy does not contemplate the impact of schedules optimized in a
given tier on the performance of schedules on the subsequent tiers. Therefore, it is the intent of
the authors to expand the work reported in this paper to investigate such impact and to extend the
algorithms proposed in this paper so as to mitigate the impact of tier dependency. Furthermore,
the formulation presented in this paper treats the penalty factor of each job as a function of time
to be identical. Typically, cloud computing jobs tend to vary with respect to the QoS violation
penalties. Therefore, it is imperative to modify the penalty model so as to reflect such sensitivity
so as to force the scheduling process to produce minimum penalty schedules, and not necessarily
minimum total waiting time schedules.
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